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INTRODUCTION
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The Mercer University School of Engineering (MUSE) constructed a two-seat all-terrain vehicle as a 
display vehicle that is driven and displayed at Mercer University events to showcase the MUSE. The 
MUSE building superintendent and machine shop support technician, Mr. John Mullis, requested that 
a series of upgrades be made to the MUSE ATV to further improve the vehicle and allow it to be 
showcased at a variety of Mercer events. 

The team was asked to construct top and side paneling, a front windscreen, a light bar, brake lights, 
headlights, and a voltmeter, which meant that the wiring harness also needed to be replaced.  

METHODS
Mechanical Portion

In order to construct the carbon fiber paneling, the team used two layers 
of a twill carbon fiber pattern to keep the design thin, yet strong. These 
carbon fiber panels were fabricated using the vacuum bagging method 
where the bagging material is completely around the aluminum mold, 
sealed together with sealant tape. The mold was waxed with the carbon 
fiber and epoxy over it, and then a layer of low temperature release film, 
release peel ply, and breather and bleeder cloth. After keeping the pump 
connected to the bagging and running for twenty minutes, the team 
turned the pump off and left the bagging intact overnight to set before 
opening. After fabrication using the vacuum bagging, the final top panel 
was machined in Mercer’s machine shop using the vertical band saw to 
cut down the rough edges to the correct size, with team members using 
safety goggles, respirator masks, and full body suits for protection from 
the carbon fiber dust.

Electrical Portion
The electrical system was intended to include a light bar, headlights, brake 
lights, and a voltage indicator. Due to uncertainty about the alternator used 
on the off-road vehicle, the team decided to draw power directly from the 
vehicle’s battery. In order to maximize light output while minimizing power 
draw, the team decided to use LEDs for all lighting and indicators. As the 
design process progressed, it was found to be unsafe to use high-power 
LEDs with a constant voltage source due to thermal runaway. This meant 
that constant-current sources had to be designed to supply the lighting 
LEDs. This required the design of a power distribution bus. Due to design 
limitations, the distribution bus consisted of a low I(Q) controller feeding 
four voltage regulators. The voltage regulators would, in turn, provide power 
to LED drivers acting as current sources for the LEDs. Finally, the voltage 
indicator would use a microcontroller to read an analog input to light a string 
of small LEDs in a predetermined pattern.

RESULTS
Mechanical Portion

The team was unable to construct the side paneling and windshield due 
to the transition to online classes. Before the transition, the team also 
planned to conduct the speed and aesthetics tests. Based on the client’s 
positive feedback from the top panel the team was able to construct, it 
can be assumed that the results would have met the specifications given 
by the client had the team been able to fully complete the project. The 
panel was sturdy, looked aesthetically pleasing to the client, and ended 
with a smooth and sleek finish which encompasses everything the client 
requested.

Electrical Portion
Between the transition to online classes and the increasing complexity of 
the design, the team was unable to bring the design to full function. The 
team was able to get the voltage indicator working properly. However, 
the power distribution bus and controller board for the lightbar were 
unable to provide sufficient power to the high-power LEDs which were 
selected for this project. The voltage indicator gives the following LED 
pattern when the battery is deemed to be in an “optimal” condition: 
green, yellow, yellow, yellow, red, red. The LEDs turn off one at a time 
beginning with the green LED and continuing to the yellow. When the 
battery reaches a “critical” state, a single, red LED flashes.

CONCLUSIONS
Mechanical Portion

Since the team was unable to complete the side paneling and 
windshield, they had recommendations for any team moving forward 
working with carbon fiber. The team would recommend using a very 
thin sheet of aluminum as a mold to allow for bending, purchasing a 
filter for the vacuum to halt epoxy clogging, spending extra time 
trimming excess carbon fiber fabric from the beginning, and instead of 
drilling the pieces to the frame, attaching them with brackets or clips for 
ease of removal. 

Electrical Portion
The team managed to complete the voltage indicator. However, a safe 
housing remains to be completed. Due to the failure of the power 
distribution bus, the team recommends that a dedicated power distribution 
bus be designed for the off-road vehicle and installed before any further 
electrical design projects are completed for the off-road vehicle. 
Additionally, a future team may wish to complete further work on the 
voltage indicator by automating “day” and “night” modes to vary LED 
brightness based on ambient lighting conditions.
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